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INTRODUCTION

The geophysical investigation of this claim group 

was undertaken as part of a regional exploration program to 

examine selected areas of the Red Lake greenstone belt.

The horizontal loop electromagnetic survey method 

was utilized to locate any near to surface conductive geological 

formations.

Occurrences of base metals; i.e., copper, zinc, lead, 

and nickel have been found in the Red lake "greenstone" 

formations in the form of sulphides, which in association with 

pyrite and pyrrhotite comprise sulphide conductors.

Upon completion of the geophysical survey, several 

interesting anomalous conductors were outlined and these have 

since been followed up by surface examination and/or diamond 

drilling.

The results of the exploration completed to date 

are presented in this report to complement the geophysical 

survey data.

LOCATION OF PROPERTY

The property covered by the geophysical survey and 

the subject of this report is comprised of twenty-one contiguous 

mining claims designated by the following claim numbers: 

KRL 54304, 54305, 55287, 55290, 55291, 55297, 55299, 55300, 

55301, 55303, 55304, 55305, 55306, 55307, 55308, 55309, 55310, 

55311, 55314, 55315, and 55316 in the township of Bateman and 

Blackbear Lake area.
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^ Access to the claim group during the summer season 

is by water to the north end of East Bay on Red Lake. Several 

bush trails, old logging roads, and diamond drill roads lead 

from East Bay over to the claim group.

Construction commenced in 1968 on a road starting 

from Highway 125 at a point between Balmertown and Cochenour. 

This road proceeds north and cuts through this claim group 

although the actual location is not known.

PROPERTY OVNDERSHIP

The claim group covered by the geophysical survey 

is recorded in the name of Cochenour Explorations Limited, 

Cochenour, Ontario; licence number A.38447.

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY DETAILS

The horizontal loop electromagnetic survey was 

carried out under contract by:

W. BRUCE DUNLOP LIMITED, N.P.L.
P.O. Box 1437, 

THE PAS, MANITOBA

The chief geophysical operator on the survey was 

Mr. J. S. Tough of the above company.

ASSESSMENT WORK DETAILS

See appendaged "Special Provision Assessment Work 

Details" form on the last page of this report.
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^PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

The electromagnetic survey results are shown on the 

accompanying plan. The plan is at a scale of l inch ^ 300 feet, 

with picket lines at 300 foot intervals and readings at 100 foot 

stations or closer when required.

A key map for location is inserted on the geophysical 

plan as is a legend showing pertinent information.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

General Geology

The general geology of the area is shown on Ontario 

Department of Mines Map No. 49b at l inch ^ -| mile and 

accompanies the report entitled "Geology and Mineral Deposits 

of the Red Lake Area" Vol. XLIX Part 2, Ontario Department of 

Mines Annual Report, 1940.

According to this map, the area in the vicinity of 

the property is underlain by Keewatin-type intermediate volcanics 

which have been isoclinally folded along a north-east direction 

giving rise to steep dips both north-west and south-east. The 

eastern section of the property follows along the assumed 

contact between the volcanics and the Algoman granitic rocks.

Ground Electromagnetic Survey Results

The base line established for this survey was offset 

by transit survey from a pre-existing base line located at the 

north end of East Bay. This new base line intersects the east 

boundary of Bateman Township and the north boundary of Shaver 

Township as indicated on the accompanying plan.
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) The geophysical investigation indicated the presence 

of several zones of anomalous electrical conductivity. One of 

these zones on the east side of the property was continuous 

throughout the length of the grid. Others of good to weak 

conductivity and of shorter strike length occur parallel to 

the main conductor at distances of 500 to 1500 feet.

To facilitate discussion, the conductors have been 

labelled as Zone A, Zone B, etc. and are described in detail 

below. 

Zone A

Zone A strikes north-east and extends from the south 

grid limit at 27 N, 12 E to 127 N, 17 E at which point the 

anomaly is quite weak and the feature would appear to die out. 

The Zone displays good conductivity for most of its length and 

appears to dip steeply to the north-west.

This Zone was tested by two diamond drill holes: 

EB-66-17 on line 42 N and EB-66-21 on line 100 N. Both these 

holes encountered incalated chert formations in basic to inter 

mediate volcanics. Sulphides in the form of pyrite and pyrrhotite 

occur in the chert formations in amounts ranging from 5 to 25^ 

which would be the cause of the electromagnetic conductor. In 

hole EB-66-17 trace amounts of sphalerite were identified. This 

hole encountered granite from footage 357.0 to 422.0 feet (dip - 

-45 0 ) and the hole stopped in this rock type. 

Zone B

Zone B strikes north-east from line 39 N, 4 W, to 

66 N, 1W and would appear to occur along strike as weak 

anomalous responses. The Zone displays good conductivity in
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probably due to local increases in sulphide content 

as indicated from the geology of drill hole EB-66-16 which 

tested the anomaly. The conductive unit was found to be a 

brecciated chert with 5 to 2 5fo pyrite, pyrrhotite in filling 

the country rocks were andesites slightly altered by biotite 

development. 

Zone C

Zone C strikes north-east from line 60 N, 17 W to 

69 N, 18 W. Some fault or fold offset appears to occur between 

line 60 N and 63 N. The Zone displays only moderate 

conductivity. The anomaly was tested by drill hole EB-66-15 

and a weakly mineralized shear zone was encountered. Sulphide 

mineralization within the shear structure (197.0 - 201.0) 

consisted of 5 fo pyrrhotite with traces of chalcopyrite as thin 

lenses, bands, and blebs. 

Zone D

Zone D strikes north-east and extends from 109 N, 

12 W to 118 N, 10 W with weak responses on lines 106 N and 

121 N representing off end effects. The Zone displays good 

conductivity and appears to dip steeply to the south-east.

Drill hole EB-66-19 tested this anomaly and encountered 

several bands of intercalated cherty iron formation containing 

from 2 fo t o 4 0fo pyrite pyrrhotite. Numerous feldspar porphyry 

dykes cut the andesitic country rocks. 

Zone E

Zone E strikes north-east from line 97 N, 12 W to

121 N, 5 W and for the most part displays only weak conductivity. 

This anomaly has not been tested by diamond drilling.
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F

Zone F strikes north-east on line 100 N, 8 W and 

displays moderate conductivity. This anomaly was tested by 

EB-66-20 and a narrow sheared phyllitic chert with fine bands 

of pyrite (1-2^) was encountered. This possibly represents 

the conductive feature. 

Z on e G

Zone G strikes north-east and appears to dip north 

west. The conductor is moderate to weak and extends from 

line 39 N, 5 E to line 42 N, 5E. The anomaly was tested by 

drill hole EB-66-18 and a band of cherty iron formation was 

encountered (127.0 - 137.0) which contained some magnetite 

and 5 fo pyrrhotite.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The electromagnetic investigation outlined several 

continuous and discontinuous conductive features which conform 

to the regional strikes and dips. Six of the anomaly zones 

were tested by diamond drill holes and the conductive formation 

was found to be a banded cherty iron formation with pyrite 

and pyrrhotite mineralization. The only exception was Zone C 

which was a shear zone in the volcanics containing 5 fo pyrrhotite.

Base metal mineralization was found in Zone A and 

Zone C in trace amounts (chalcopyrite and sphalerite).

The information gained from this exploration adds to 

the geological knowledge of this section of the Red Lake green 

stone belt. The main features being the knowledge of the 

existence of intercalated sediments in the basic volcanic sequence.
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Further exploration on this claim group should be of 

a reconnaissance nature, utilizing geochemical soil sampling 

to determine if base metals are present in anomalous concentra 

tions. Detailed geological mapping of any anomalous geochemical 

zones should then follow.

COCHENOUR EXPLORATIONS LIMITED

H D. A. HUTTON \'\ l
u:

D. A. Hutton, B.Se. Mons., P.Eng,

dated January 10, 1969
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